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Stay Out Of The South!
(If You Want To Miss A Heaven On Earth)

Tune: Uke
A D F# B

Vamp

Take a trip! take a trip! go away.
Hurry up! hurry up! all the time.
Tired out? tired out? you need play.
On the go, on the go, rain or shine.

Where to go? where to go? that's the thing!
Doing this, doing that, what a life!
You don't know.
There's no end.

where to go,
or a friend,
Every day! every night! same old grind.
Foggy days, foggy nights, winter snows.
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Something new! Something new! hard to find, East or West, which is best?
What a chill, what a chill, Northwind blows, Take a trip, pack a grip,

hard to tell, Still I know, this quite well,
go away, Where they love, Where they play!

CHORUS

If you don't like milk and honey, Where the skies are always sunny, If you
don't like folks that say "How-do-do?" STAY OUT OF THE SOUTH! If you

Stay Out Of The South
Stay Out Of The South

Stay Out Of The South! You can wander,

Not like Brown-eyed beautiful girls,

Under the moon,

Magical marvelous skies,

And for dreaming,

Wonderful dreams,

It's paradise.

If you don't like palm-trees

If you don't like corn bread
saying, where the birds and bees are playing, If you want to miss a
sweet ed, and you can't eat chicken roast ed, And if pumpkin pie will

Heaven on earth, STAY OUT OF THE SOUTH! If you South!
cause you to die, STAY OUT OF THE

PATTER

South! South! where they harmonize, South! South! underneath the skies,
South! South! gave the blues their birth, South! South! greatest place on earth,

Kiss! Kiss! till my lips are sore, When they say "enough" I'll just cry for more!
Love! Love! love is in the air, You'll find love ev'rywhere. If you
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